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Chapter 7 

 

Verse 28:  
One might wonder as to why some people are seen to exclusively worship the Supreme Lord 
Krishna. This question is being answered with phrases, anta-gatam paapam and punya-
karmanaam, meaning those whose sins have been completely eradicated by performance of 
virtuous deeds. This is due to having taken the shelter of a pure devotee of Lord Krishna and 
becoming habituated to perform meritorious activities in the mode of pure goodness 
without desire for rewards. Once the reactions to past sinful activities are terminated the 
obstruction to self-realization is neutralized and one is freed from the delusion arising from 
attraction and aversion to the dualities such as pleasure and pain, joy and grief, success and 
failure, etc. At this time, one becomes qualified and will be devoted to Lord Krishna with 
determination, worshipping Him exclusively. 
 
Verse 29:  
Those who have purified their consciousness after innumerable lifetimes performing 
meritorious spiritual activities get the association of a pure devotee of the Supreme Lord 
Krishna and have the opportunity to exclusively worship Him. Becoming His devotee, and 
desirous of freedom from old age and death (jara-marana-mokshaaya), they come to know 
all that is to be known. This is expressed by the words te brahma tad viduh kritsnam, 
meaning they get knowledge of the Supreme Brahman or the spiritual substratum 
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pervading all existence. When one gets knowledge of God, everything comes to be known in 
connection with him. The Vedas state: ekasmin vijñāte sarvamidaṁ vijñātaṁ bhavati “If 
you know God, you will know everything.” As well, they become cognizant of the atma or 
the eternal soul and aware that it is distinct from the physical body of every sentient being. 
Such enlightened beings understand the entire field of action to be performed in the 
material manifestation meaning what is to be done and what is not to be done and the total 
purpose of embodied existence as a human being. 
 
Verse 30: 
In this verse, Lord Krishna says that those who know Him as the Ultimate Personality, the 
Supreme absolute controller of all existent matter of creation (adhibhuta), all demigods 
(adhidaiva), and all sacrificial performances (adhiyajna), will be totally immersed in 
relishing the remembrance of Him up to and even during the moment of their death. To 
remember God at the time of death is exceedingly difficult. Death is much beyond the 
capacity of anyone’s mind and intellect to tolerate. Even before death comes, the mind and 
intellect stop working and a person becomes unconscious. Therefore, remembering God at 
the time of death is only possible for those who are beyond the pleasure and pain of the 
body. Such persons leave the body with full awareness or consciousness of God. 
 

Thus in the Holy Book of Bhagavadgita, one of the Upanishads, in the Science of the 
Supreme Spirit, in the Art of Self-Knowledge, in the Conversation between Lord Shri 

Krishna and Arjuna, ends the 7th Chapter called “Jnana Vijnana Yoga”. 
 


